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TAGR TALES II – eat your heart out
Logline:

Gifted IT consultant Rob reluctantly returns to rescue the prospective president’s son from cannibalism
and worse. He overcomes an international conspiracy and restores access to the Soul Plain.

ROB’s party are attacked at the Soul Plain gates, Rob and daughter KIRSTY escape, the others marooned after a fire-fight.
ROB and Kirsty are debriefed, detained by Homeland Security. Rob, a super Sensitive, is of special interest to SPOCK, the
Security lead. Spock asks Rob to help rescue prospective president’s son TOD and his mother SANDY. Rob declines. Kirsty
explains her Tagr experience to Spock and Rob. Kirsty is a Sensitive too.
Security storm the Soul Plain, a failure, all dead. Rob melds with a rare giant topside Tagr, learns the bodies and equipment
have been stolen, reveals the starvation and cannibalism there, CARLA abused. Rob furious Kirsty has gone to save BEAU &
Carla, reluctantly he will go.
A further mine head attack is repulsed. Talent finder MORAG is suspected because of connection with traitor PETR.
A small SEAL team lead by SAUL and Rob descend the light shaft by helicopter drop, balloon and parachutes. A bad journey
down, SEALS get separated from Rob and land in water, havoc and deaths result.
Rob lands ashore, melds, finds the Lab, the government research station, The Lab is in a bad way. Rob learns of the
competitive global nature and other research to find the truth about Tagrs. Rob is unsure of loyalties as they discuss
Immortality, body swaps, mind reading. Rob is moved by the self-sacrifice of the scientists, falls for LISA.
Surviving SEALS and supplies are found, some have gone rogue with MAL and SCULLY. LAB attacked by desperate locals,
repulsed but casualties. Rob leaves the LAB in better shape, takes Lisa to the Spa, in better condition because of stores.
Rob is feted by SPA leader, CASPAR and Sandy. Sandy is well connected topside, husband JOHN a presidential candidate,
wounded in a staged assassination attempt topside (for credibility, a potential traitor). Rob is unsure of loyalties. Tagrs
fractious topside because of plain issues, governments involved globally, heat rising.
Rob is seduced by Sandy then Caspar, both want to use him. Lisa is jealous, Rob recidivist. Rob learns of lab/Spa/shanty set
up & interest in controlling Tagrs. He is suspicious, corruption rife. Tod conflict with his parents. Beau is found, a SPA
donkey.
Topside there is cyber-attack on the Mine Head, attempt on gates thwarted traced to rogues in league with Chinese.
Rob contact topside via meld, Sandy uses him to contact husband, both proven corrupt. Rob proposes work with Chinese,
make Tagrs a UN initiative.
Rob uses hang-glider/micro-light and land yachts to combat shanty victims & rogue assassins. Mal & Scully still at large. Rob
opens up gates by outflanking rogues, restores link topside
Rob & Kirsty return topside in triumph.
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